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ABSTRACT

Clouds associated with extratropical cyclones complicate the well-developed theory of dry baroclinic waves through feedback on their dynamics by precipitation and cloud-altered radiative heating. The relationships between cyclone characteristics and the diabatic heating associated with cloud radiative effects (CREs) and latent heat release remain unclear. A cyclone tracking algorithm [NASA’s Modeling, Analysis, and Prediction (MAP) Climatology of Midlatitude Storminess (MCMS)] is used to identify over 10^6 cyclones in 33 years of the ERA-Interim and collect the properties of each disturbance. Considering storm intensity as related to wind speeds, which depend on the pressure gradient, the distribution of cyclone properties is investigated using groups defined by their depth (local pressure anomaly) and the radius of the region within closed pressure contours to investigate variations with longitude (especially ocean and land), hemisphere, and season. Using global data products of cloud radiative effects on in-atmosphere net radiation [the ISCCP radiative flux profile dataset (ISCCP-FD)] and precipitation (GPCP), composites are assembled for each cyclone group and for “nonstormy” locations. On average, the precipitation rate and the CRE are approximately the same among all cyclone groups and do not strongly differ from nonstormy conditions. The variance of both precipitation and CRE increases with cyclone size and depth. In larger, deeper storms, maximum precipitation and CRE increase, but so do the amounts of nonprecipitating and clear-sky conditions.

1. Introduction

Cloud processes in extratropical cyclones lie at the intersection of the well-developed theory of dry baroclinic waves and feedbacks on the dynamics by diabatic heating due to radiation and precipitation. The interaction between waves and clouds is a major source of uncertainty in climate and weather prediction (Bony et al. 2006). Baroclinic waves play a key role in the meridional transport of energy and water (Peixoto and Oort 1992), and the effects of cloud heating on these waves and their associated transports are uncertain. Govekar et al. (2014) compared modeled composites of vertical velocity and relative humidity in the vicinity of midlatitude baroclinic eddies with those of reanalyses. They found that the modeled range of dynamical and thermodynamical properties is more restricted than observed. Similarly, in a comparison between reanalyses and a high-resolution model, Catto et al. (2010) found reanalyses had stronger rates of ascent and descent in the regions surrounding a cyclone. Allan and Soden (2007) showed that the variability of tropical precipitation in many models is also much more limited than observed. Wielicki et al. (2002) reported that the observed top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) radiative energy budget in the tropics is more variable than represented by models. The restricted range of modeled variability may explain why models struggle to simulate the radiative effects of clouds and has motivated several studies focusing on midlatitude cyclone clouds of the Southern Ocean (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012; Naud et al. 2013; Mason et al. 2015).

Many climatological studies of extratropical cyclones exist (Hodges et al. 2011; Rudeva and Gulev 2007; Schneidereit et al. 2010; Simmonds 2000; Simmonds and Keay 2000b,a; Sinclair and Revell 2000; Tilinina et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2006) that focus on midlatitude cyclone clouds of the Southern Ocean (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012; Naud et al. 2013; Mason et al. 2015).
established simple and useful relationships that capture changes in size as a function of cyclone lifetime. A similar model relating cyclone depth (with a definition different than ours, defined later) to lifetime was developed by Schneidereit et al. (2010). Deviations from these relationships are attributed to rare, intense, and long-lasting events; however, it is these events that most severely impact people and property, so it is critical to understand why they exist and what distinguishes these events from the majority of cyclones.

The relationships between cyclone dynamical properties and diabatic heating are especially important in the midlatitude regions, where clouds associated with the low-pressure half of transient waves more effectively trap thermal [longwave (LW)] radiation within the troposphere compared with the high-pressure half of the wave (Ts Elioudis et al. 2000). The net modulation of the transient waves by this differential effect remains unclear, although Ts Elioudis and Rossow (2006) have shown that the intensity of a cyclone is positively correlated with the magnitude of the net TOA radiative heating and cooling by LW and shortwave (SW) cloud radiative effect (CRE), respectively. In a study of Southern Ocean cloud regimes, Haynes et al. (2011) demonstrated the climatological importance of extratropical cyclone cloudiness by showing that clouds associated with the warm sector (pre–cold frontal) exhibit the largest SW CRE of all SH midlatitude cloud regimes. Mason et al. (2015) found that the cloud regime with the largest net contribution to the modeled SW bias is a shallow frontal cloud regime often observed in cyclone warm fronts, yet infrequently found in models. While this cloud regime is associated with the largest SW bias as a result of its absence from models, Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2012) provided an alternative perspective, showing that the subsiding cold-air regions in and around these SH storms correspond to the greatest positive bias in absorbed SW radiation in the Met Office model. Given the errors associated with cloud regimes, frontal dynamics, and surrounding meteorological conditions, it is important to establish relationships between cyclone properties and the in-atmosphere CRE to serve as a reference for models and extend the TOA-only studies of Ts Elioudis et al. (2000) and Haynes et al. (2011).

Several studies have provided detailed analysis of cyclone cloud structure by constructing spatial distributions of cloud and precipitation properties. Naud et al. (2012) provided horizontal distributions and vertical profiles of warm frontal cloud and precipitation properties, and a similar analysis for cold fronts was presented in Naud et al. (2015). Hemispheric and seasonal differences were identified in each case, and dynamical dependency on moisture, temperature gradient, and vigor of ascent were explored. These, and other similar studies, provide valuable information on the vertical and horizontal structure of cloud, precipitation, and dynamical variables for a subset of cyclones, which aid model evaluation.

Understanding the coupled relationships between cyclone dynamics, their clouds, the earth’s radiation budget, and what feedbacks these components have on one another is an issue of considerable scope. A scheme for investigating these issues ought to consist of multiple parts, which together will attempt to extend the previously mentioned studies and address this large-scale challenge. First, it is necessary to investigate the general relationships between cyclone characteristics and the diabatic heating associated with their clouds. To preserve generality of these relationships, it is best to consider all types of cyclones at all stages of their lifetime. Second, using these established relationships, the cyclone lifetime may be considered. In this Lagrangian analysis it will be possible to study the temporal dependence between cyclone properties (e.g., intensity) and diabatic heating. Also the time-integrated heating of the atmosphere by each cyclone may be quantified. Third, the effects of differences in the spatial distribution of heating within the storm must be considered. Having performed the general investigation in the first step, more informed subsetting decisions may be employed at later steps to analyze various types of storms and stages of lifetime.

Here we address step one of the three aforementioned tasks: study the relationships between cyclone properties, intensity, and their cloud-associated diabatic heating using a large sample of storms. We attempt to identify which storms have the greatest contribution to in-atmosphere diabatic heating and, in doing so, build the necessary foundation for assessing the dynamical response of cyclones to changes in the distribution of diabatic heating.

Based on a new, comprehensive database that identifies and tracks cyclone motions (Bauer et al. 2016), we first consider how to characterize the distribution of cyclone strengths. To accomplish this, we do not consider the cyclone life cycle at this stage so that we can examine each occurrence of a cyclone independently. Several quantities by which to distinguish between cyclones have been considered, and various characterization schemes have been compared (section 3). We settle on a simple joint distribution of two properties (section 4) to examine the variations of cyclone properties on intensity (section 4a) and their seasonal and interannual variability (section 4b). Then we composite data products that quantify radiative and precipitation heating of the atmosphere by clouds [sections 4c(1) and 4c(2)] to investigate the correspondence between the
2. Cyclone identification and data

A list of many cyclone tracking schemes and a comparison between their features and results is provided by Neu et al. (2013). Differences between algorithms are summarized, and Neu et al. (2013) find general agreement in the well-developed stages of storm lifetime. We use a new cyclone tracking algorithm: the NASA Modeling, Analysis, and Prediction (MAP) Climatology of Midlatitude Storminess (MCMS) described fully by Bauer et al. (2016). MCMS tracks cyclones by the local minimum mean sea level pressure (SLP) identified via a search centered around every grid cell. Details of filtering which SLP minima correspond to actual cyclones, sensitivity tests, and demonstrated agreement of MCMS results with algorithms intercompared in Neu et al. (2013) may be found in Bauer et al. (2016). Hereafter, we refer to an SLP minimum, which has been identified and retained as a “center,” meaning the center of a storm. Each center included in the database is a part of a storm lasting (and tracked for) at least 24 h.

MCMS scans the area surrounding each center for the outermost closed contour of SLP and delineates this enclosed area as “stormy.” This stormy region is attributed to the center within the enclosing SLP contour; we refer to such centers as “attributed centers” (AC). Identification of this stormy region provides an advantage when compositing external quantities by separating stormy and nonstormy information—thus, allowing a better isolated analysis compared to the conventional fixed-map-window approach (cf. Field and Wood 2007; Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012). Considering the storm area of influence also produces statistics less sensitive to mapping and counting procedures (Bauer et al. 2016). A center’s attributed stormy area depends on the spatial resolution of the input data: there exist small perturbations in the SLP field such that an identified center may have no closed surrounding contour of SLP. The frequency of these “empty centers” (EC) is dependent on both the horizontal grid resolution and the pressure contour interval size (Bauer et al. 2016).

It is possible for multiple centers, both empty and attributed, to be enclosed by a larger SLP contour: Bauer et al. (2016) refer to this surrounding pressure level as a multicenter contour (MCC). In this case, the area bound by the outermost contour is also considered stormy, and the centers within the MCC are called “entangled centers” (NC). As shown in Fig. 1, the set of all centers is AC + EC, and NC ⊂ (AC + EC). We define the subset of centers that are both attributed and entangled (ANC) as ANC = AC ∩ NC. Likewise, the subset of empty centers that are also entangled (ENC) is defined as ENC = EC ∩ NC. Note that the majority of centers are NC and that NC = ANC + ENC.

MCMS does not assign area or depth (defined in section 3) to ECs, which by definition have no attributed area or surrounding closed SLP contour. To include an EC in our statistics we duplicate properties from the most recent previous time step corresponding to an AC from the same evolving storm. Should the empty center occur as the first identified center in the storm with future ACs, the properties of the chronologically subsequent centers are assigned to the EC. Approximately 1% of empty centers are from evolving systems that are composed entirely of ECs. For this small fraction of centers the minimum values of the entire data record are assigned to each respective property. We use the same procedure to assign depth and radius to ENCs using the depth and radius of the entire entangled region (see below) as an upper limit for the ENC information we assign from other time steps.

Within an MCC, we refer to the NC with the lowest SLP as the “primary” center and all other centers within the surrounding MCC as “secondary” centers. An example case of primary and secondary center entanglement is shown in Fig. 2. MCMS assigns a depth to the whole stormy region, calculated as the pressure difference between the outermost SLP contour of the MCC and the center pressure of the primary center so that the depth of the stormy region is always greater than the individual depths of the constituent centers. MCMS also assigns an area to the region bound by this MCC.

Stormy regions with multiple centers enclosed by a surrounding pressure contour are given a special treatment,
which is consequential to our study. We “collapse” the secondary NCs onto the primary NC for the analyses we present. This simply assigns the depth and equivalent radius of the entire region enclosed by the MCC to the primary center, treating it as a single entity. The radius we assign to the primary center is derived from the area contributions of the ANCs and the stormy region within the MCC, the latter defined as the region within the MCC but outside of the ANCs. Thus, the area footprint assigned to the primary center preserves the sum of all collapsed center footprints, the stormy region between centers, and the primary center itself. We provide details and justification of this decision in the appendix and demonstrate that secondary centers are both smaller and shallower than their associated primary centers.

The SLP field used for tracking is the ERA-Interim (ERAI) product described in Dee et al. (2011). It is 6 hourly with 1.5° latitude by 1.5° longitude grid size, for the years 1979–2012. All results contained herein were also computed for the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) AMIP-II reanalysis (R-2; Kanamitsu et al. 2002), which is also 6 hourly, but coarser resolution at 2.5° latitude by 2.5° longitude. In both reanalyses the meridional extent of our study spans from 15°N–S to the respective poles of each hemisphere. Aside from differences in number of cyclones (mainly ECs) detected due to horizontal grid resolution, as observed in, for example, Tilinina et al. (2013), differences between R-2 and ERAI are only appreciable in the interannual variability results that follow and will be further discussed in section 4.

Composites of radiation and precipitation heating of the atmosphere are constructed using the spatial information defined by the stormy regions of either ACs, primary NCs, or a single grid box in the case of an EC. Radiation data are provided by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) radiative flux profile dataset (ISCCP-FD; Zhang et al. 2004), which contains both SW and LW flux profiles at 3-hourly increments with global coverage for July 1983 through 2009. ISCCP-FD is mapped on an equal-area grid with equatorial resolution approximately equal to 2.5°. Fluxes are available at the surface (SRF) and TOA and at three other vertical levels. Upwelling and downwelling fluxes are available at these levels for clear-sky and full-sky conditions. We calculate in-atmosphere net fluxes as the difference of net TOA and net SRF fluxes. This differs from most other studies reporting CRE using TOA information only (e.g., Tsiloudis and Rosson 2006; Haynes et al. 2011). The total flux into the atmosphere from both LW and SW components is reported for both clear-sky and all-sky (including cloud) cases. To determine the CRE, we subtract the clear-sky from the all-sky case, resulting in the cloud component of the in-atmosphere radiative flux divergences.
Precipitation data are provided by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; Huffman et al. 2001), which provides daily estimates of precipitation with global coverage at 1° equal angle resolution (1-Degree Daily Combination, version 1.2). GPCP is constructed using a combination of both gauge and satellite estimates and is available from October 1996 through the present. In these composites we retain precipitation estimates equal to zero and note that our findings are qualitatively similar when zero precipitation values are omitted. GPCP provides estimates at daily time intervals, while the ERAI we use for cyclone tracking has 6-hourly intervals. Consequently, some precipitation values may be composited multiple times if a storm’s area of influence exists in the same location for multiple time steps (e.g., a slow-moving storm). We address this issue by counting the number of times a cyclone’s area passes over any location and dividing the precipitation measurement at that location evenly among all of the cyclones that pass over that location. We performed the analysis with and without this “splitting” technique but found no qualitative difference in results. Thus, we choose to allow daily values to be composited multiple times by the same or more than one cyclone.

In what follows, when discussing the properties of centers, we include results for the whole period 1979–2012; but when discussing the composite diabatic heating, the results are only for the period common to GPCP and ISCCP-FD (1997–2009).

3. Distribution of cyclone attributes

Cyclones identified by MCMS have several properties (not all of which are employed in this study), including the radius, depth, and center pressure. We also calculate an SLP anomaly and a geostrophic wind speed proxy. These five properties form the basis of the statistical analysis we present.

The distribution of SLP for all centers is shown in Fig. 3a, separated by hemisphere. The hemispheric differences in cyclone center SLP are, to first order, due to hemispheric differences in the mean SLP field. Zonal mean cyclone center SLP closely follows the zonal means of the entire SLP field, though offset ~16 hPa lower, as shown in Fig. 3b. Differences between the zonal means are largest in the polar regions, especially in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) near the Antarctic Plateau. This is likely because of an assumed lapse rate in the reduction of surface pressure to sea level in the presence of topography. Away from the poles the difference between zonal mean SLP and the cyclone-only component is similar in both hemispheres. Thus, center SLP is not an intrinsic property of the cyclones and does not allow hemispheric (or seasonal) comparisons of cyclone strength. Furthermore, it has been shown by Benestad and Chen (2006) that SLP is not well correlated with geostrophic wind speed in the vicinity of the center.

Some type of SLP anomaly (SLPA) is commonly used to quantify the strength of a cyclone as a deviation from some mean state. Here we calculate SLPA as a difference between a 2-week moving-window average of the SLP field at each location and the cyclone center pressure to better isolate synoptic variability (shown in Fig. 4a). Defined in this way, a positive anomaly corresponds to a larger deviation from the mean and thus a stronger disturbance. Compared with SLP there is less hemispheric difference between Northern Hemisphere (NH) and SH distributions; however, it is difficult to interpret SLPA in terms of cyclone intensity because it is
complicated by a sign ambiguity. Lower center SLP is simply interpreted as a stronger storm; however, SLPA can be either positive or negative. Negative SLPA occurs when cyclone center SLP is higher than the collocated time-average SLP, which may correspond to a region of high cyclone activity or persistent low pressure. Though the SLPA approach better isolates synoptic variability, the background state is still contaminated by hemispheric and seasonal differences, persistent regimes of high and low pressure, and errors associated with reduction of surface pressure to sea level in high-altitude regions. Furthermore, the nonlocal temporal information used in calculating the anomaly can misrepresent the instantaneous strength of a given disturbance. Consequently, the anomaly is an unclear gauge of cyclone intensity in a global intercomparison of cyclones.

Pressure depth (henceforth depth) serves as a metric of intensity or strength (as we discuss below) and is calculated for each AC as the pressure difference between the outermost closed pressure contour surrounding only that center and the SLP of the center itself. Depth defined in this manner is a unique characteristic of MCMS and describes the cyclone’s deviation from the surrounding ambient pressure field. Resolution of the
reanalyses indirectly influences the depth calculation by means of the center finding procedure. MCMS locates SLP minima by fitting a paraboloid to the gridded SLP field, where the nadir specifies the center location and center pressure with a precision finer than either horizontal grid resolution or pressure discretization. Thus, depth values are calculated with precision greater than 2 hPa but are reported as the nearest multiple of 2 hPa with a minimum allowable depth of 0 hPa and a maximum value of 72 hPa, where a depth of zero simply corresponds to centers with “very small” depth. Our comparisons of MCMS results when applied to different reanalyses (not shown) suggest that, while depth depends on resolution, there are no qualitative differences in the distribution or range of values observed.

Depth is a positive local quantity and is not hemispherically biased (Fig. 4b). The depth distribution can only be interpreted one way (unlike SLPA): larger depth values correspond to a greater difference between the outermost closed SLP contour surrounding the cyclone center and the center pressure. Compared with SLPA, the geometric and physical interpretation is clearer. While there may be hemispheric differences and a range of values as a result of the maturation and decay of cyclones themselves, the depth measurement itself does not depend on a seasonally varying or regionally dependent reference state.

An area-equivalent radius (henceforth radius) is assigned to each AC identified by MCMS. Using the outermost closed SLP contour, the algorithm computes the area contained in this contour and projects a circle of equal area on the geoid centered at the latitude of the corresponding SLP minimum. The area-equivalent radius is the radius of this projected equivalent-area circle [see Bauer et al. (2016) for details]. This projection method yields radius values ranging from 22 to 2208 km, with discretized interval spacing depending on reanalysis resolution. As shown in Fig. 4c, there are negligible differences in distribution of radius between hemispheres.

All of the classifications and analyses presented below were done using SLP, SLPA, and depth. We find that, compared with SLP-based metrics, the depth provides a cleaner description of the cyclone centers by more accurately describing cyclone behavior as a perturbation from the local state. Depth is a property that is not influenced by season, location, or other nonlocal information that contaminates the other metrics.

An additional intensity metric was explored that is similar to the geostrophic wind intensity metric in Benestad and Chen (2006), but simplified. Geostrophic balance imposes a fluid velocity constraint proportional to the gradient of the pressure $\nabla p$. We approximate the magnitude of the local pressure gradient by substituting MCMS reported depth $D$ and radius $R$ such that $|\nabla p| \approx D/R$ and calculate a geostrophic wind speed proxy $\hat{U}$ as

$$\hat{U} = \frac{1}{10 \rho f} \frac{D}{R},$$

where $\rho$ is density, and the Coriolis parameter is $f = 2\Omega \sin \phi$, in which $\phi$ is the cyclone center latitude and $\Omega$ is the earth’s rotation rate, approximately $7.292 \times 10^{-5}$ rad $s^{-1}$. We assume a constant density at the surface of 1.235 kg m$^{-3}$ and apply a scaling factor of 0.1 to give the units of $\hat{U}$ in meters per second.

Despite the dependence on latitude, distributions of $\hat{U}$ are nearly identical between hemispheres, as shown in Fig. 4d. Distributions for both hemispheres contain extreme values in the tails of each histogram, but NH cyclones are more frequent for less intense values. NH cyclones are also more frequent for shallower values of depth, and similarities between distributions of depth and intensity suggest that depth is the governing quantity in the formulation of $\hat{U}$ (as we show below). Note, however, that the effect of the Coriolis parameter is nonnegligible, resulting in amplification of $\hat{U}$ at lower latitudes.

The conventional definition of a strong storm is increased surface winds and optically thick clouds accompanied by intense precipitation (Houze and Hobbs 1982; Lau and Crane 1995; Field and Wood 2007). There exists a broad range of intensities among all identified storms, and to investigate the relationship between cloud-associated diabatic heating and storm intensity, we seek a combination of properties that allow for objective discrimination. Radius and depth contain only local spatiotemporal information and, compared with SLP, are better suited for a global intercomparison of cyclones. Since $\hat{U}$ depends linearly on both radius and depth, the same value of $\hat{U}$ may be produced by different combinations of each. Thus, we use the joint distribution of depth and radius to describe changes in the distributions of cyclone centers, while using $\hat{U}$ to explicitly quantify intensity for each cyclone.

Individual distributions of depth and radius are skewed monomodal shapes (Figs. 4b,c), and a three-group representation captures this structure. To monitor the shape of the joint distribution, we divide the individual distributions of each property into terciles (33rd and 66th percentiles are used for separation). Performing this separation using each dimension separately does not predetermine the shape of the 2D distribution. Depth and radius as defined have a resolution-dependent lower bound but no imposed upper bound. The depth metric is reported at 2-hPa intervals, which makes partitioning the distribution more sensitive to the type of inequality condition assigned at the thresholds. To evenly distribute...
the population among three subsets, we employ a strictly less (greater) than condition for inclusion in the lowest (highest) tercile. The distribution of cyclone characteristics is represented by nine groups in the joint depth–radius distribution.

### 4. Results

In this paper, cyclone centers are assigned to groups based on their individual properties without consideration of duration. The geographic, seasonal, and interannual variability of these groups is examined. Finally, we present composites of radiation and precipitation associated with each of the radius–depth groups.

The joint histogram in Fig. 5 includes all center types, with EC treatment performed as described in the preceding section, and with secondary centers having been collapsed onto their respective primary center. The nine groups (thresholds demarcating groups not drawn to scale) are not equally populated—approximately 79% of all centers are within groups 1, 5, and 9 (hereafter, the $G_X$ notation is used to indicate group $X$)—indicating a strong correlation between depth and size, as has been reported in other studies (Rudeva and Gulev 2007; Simmonds 2000). Groups become less populated away from the diagonal formed by $G_1$, $G_5$, and $G_9$. Centers in off-diagonal groups are not distinct “clusters” of points in depth–radius space, but correspond to the tails of each.

---

### 1979–2012 Cyclone Classification, $n=1314439$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
<td>5.49%</td>
<td>27.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>NH: 1170</td>
<td>NH: 54136</td>
<td>NH: 179259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>18040</td>
<td>188635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>1334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{u}$</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>3.52%</td>
<td>25.31%</td>
<td>5.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>NH: 30856</td>
<td>NH: 184671</td>
<td>NH: 28897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>15398</td>
<td>148053</td>
<td>40877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{u}$</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>25.48%</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>NH: 179152</td>
<td>NH: 38711</td>
<td>NH: 587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>155724</td>
<td>49806</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{u}$</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Nine-fold group schematic using radius and depth. Note that tercile thresholds are not drawn to scale. Descriptions of population subset within each group pertain only to the subset within each bi-interval. Counts of NH and SH centers are given for each group, as well as mean $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$ of cyclone center depth (hPa), radius (km), and $\hat{u}$ (m s$^{-1}$). Corresponds to after collapsing secondary NCs onto a single primary NC.
distribution (see Figs. 4b,c). The least frequent cases correspond to very large, very shallow centers (G7) and very small, very deep centers (G3). Because of the low frequency of these centers, we will generally disregard G3 and G7 in discussing results.

The correlation between depth and radius is sensitive to how each property is defined. It has been shown that cyclone radius depends on lifetime and intensity [as defined in Rudeva and Gulev (2007)] and that radius increases as cyclones evolve (Simmonds 2000; Grotjahn et al. 1999). However, Schneider et al. (2010) found that, over the lifetime of the cyclone, changes in size were negligible compared to changes in depth (different from our definition), with no coherent behavior between the two properties. We comment that the difference in these conclusions is perhaps due to differing definitions of radius, depth, and intensity. Schneider et al. (2010) calculate an effective radius from a virtual circumference constructed by searching radially outward from the cyclone center for a zero-value SLP gradient. Alternatively, Schneider et al. (2010) fit an azimuthally symmetric Gaussian function (centered on the cyclone center) to the surrounding geopotential height field and then define radius as the standard deviation of the Gaussian. The definition of radius we use here more closely resembles that used by Rudeva and Gulev (2007); however, the depth we use geometrically resembles that of Schneider et al. (2010). The correlation we observe suggests that a change in one property is accompanied by a proportional change in the other.

In both dimensions, the largest intergroup variances correspond to the larger and deeper G9 centers, which is the most frequently occurring group. This group has no upper bound in either dimension, and the long tails of each distribution are responsible for the interval size and increased variance.

a. Intensity associated with depth and radius

Statistics of radius, depth, and intensity ($\bar{U}$) associated with each group are given in Fig. 5. The smallest, deepest G3 centers have a mean intensity that is more than an order of magnitude larger than any other group. The mean intensity of G3 centers is not an accurate physical wind speed and is amplified by the Coriolis parameter at low latitudes. We have found that G3 centers are mostly associated with long-lasting tropical cyclones that have meandered outside the tropics. A few G3 centers are however associated with the maximum intensity in the lifetime of an extratropical storm.

The diagonal formed by G1, G5, and G9 separates the joint distribution as less intense groups lie on the larger, shallower side (G4, G7, and G8), while more intense groups exist on the smaller, deeper half (G2, G3, and G6). On the diagonal itself, mean values of intensity increase, moving toward larger and deeper groups, showing that intensity is well correlated with size and depth. The relative change in depth between groups moving from G1 toward G9 is larger than the relative change of radius, showing that changes of depth are dominant in changes of intensity.

Considering groups of similar depth and varying radius (G2, G5, and G8), the mean depth increases while mean intensity decreases for progressively larger groups (shown in Fig. 5). However, these groups have roughly equivalent intensity mode values (Fig. 6a). Analogously, groups of similar radius and varying depth (G4, G5, and G6) exhibit increasing mean radius for progressively deeper groups. Distributions of $\bar{U}$ for this combination of groups are shown in Fig. 6b and clearly illustrate the dependence of intensity on depth.

Because of the skewed distribution shapes of both depth and radius, the variance associated with each depth–radius group is positively correlated with that group’s mean of these properties and influences the $\bar{U}$ distributions. Groups that have no upper bound in one dimension (G7, G8, G6, and G3) or both dimensions (G9) correspond to the tails of the individual depth and radius distributions. Given the definition of $\bar{U}$, it is clear that the extreme tail of the size distribution—in combination with the restricted interval of depth—gives relatively low values of $\bar{U}$ for G8. Similarly, the unrestricted tail of the depth distribution with a limited radius interval allows G6 to take on relatively large $\bar{U}$ values.

Figure 6c shows the distributions of intensity for the most populous groups, which correspond to very small and very shallow centers (G1), median radius and depth centers (G5), and very large and very deep centers (G9). Each of these groups have a similar frequency of occurrence; however, the largest and deepest group (G9) contains the tail of both the radius and depth distributions. As a result, this most frequently occurring group has the broadest range of $\bar{U}$ values and totally dominates the high-intensity tail of the distribution.

b. Variability

1) SEASONAL AND GEOGRAPHIC VARIABILITY

The meridional distribution of the entire center population is consistent throughout all seasons and distinctly different for each hemisphere (not shown). The SH has a sharp frequency peak near 60°S, and the NH peak near 50°N is broader. Frequency distributions in both hemispheres skew slightly poleward in warmer seasons, but the NH shift is larger. In general, the seasonal fluctuations in the NH are much stronger than in
the SH, and in both hemispheres the largest peak frequency occurs in the fall season.

Considering each depth–radius group reveals that certain groups have an affinity for particular seasons and geographic locations. Meridional distributions separated by season for the most populous groups (G1, G5, and G9) are shown in Fig. 7. These are zonal means of center frequency only and do not account for the attributed area, though this does not alter the nature of the results. Each group distribution is represented with frequencies relative to the entire center population, and thus the area under each curve integrates to the overall frequency of that group (shown in Fig. 5). The geographic distributions of these most populous groups G1, G5, and G9 are shown in Fig. 8 without any separation by season. We compute geographic relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) using the stormy regions attributed to each center (as described in section 2), which are less sensitive to details of the center counting procedure (Bauer et al. 2016). Calculation of cyclone center density (or an analogous quantity) and the associated sensitivity to the method are discussed in Bauer et al. (2016), Hoskins and Hodges (2002, 2005), Simmonds and Keay (2000a), Wernli and Schwierz (2006), and elsewhere. The RFOs shown in Fig. 8 (and later for off-diagonal groups) are each scaled by the maximum frequency occurring within each group–hemisphere map. Thus, there is a maximum value of unity in each map, illustrating the locations of each group regardless of relative frequency. Similar zonal means and geographic distributions corresponding to off-diagonal groups (G2, G4, G6, and G8) are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11.

Smallest, shallowest centers (G1) show an annual cycle in the NH with peak frequency during warm seasons and minimum frequency during cool seasons (Fig. 7). G1 centers are primarily located over land and coastal regions. Among other locations, NH peak frequencies occur in the upstream portions of the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks (Fig. 8). In the SH, these centers show no seasonal variability for latitudes poleward of 40°S, and equatorward of this zone only the cool season shows a reduced RFO. SH peaks are isolated near the southern coasts of Africa, South America, and Australia. In both hemispheres and for all seasons the frequency of these centers peak at lower latitudes.

Figure 7 shows the largest zonal frequency peaks are for the largest, deepest centers of G9, which in the SH are concentrated near 60°S and show little fluctuation with season. In lower SH latitudes there is a small frequency increase for cool seasons that nearly disappears in summer. Significant seasonal variability is exhibited by the NH G9 centers, which vary both in frequency magnitude and location of the peak. Lowest peak frequency for NH G9 occurs in summer, and as summer transitions to fall the location of the peak remains at approximately 55°N but is raised to the greatest magnitude of any season. The location of the frequency peak for NH G9 centers is most poleward in the fall and summer seasons. Cold season and spring have a frequency peak extending to lower latitudes with an intermediate magnitude.

The RFO distributions in Fig. 8 highlight differences in surface-type preference for G1, G5, and G9, showing the smallest, shallowest storms exhibiting affinity for land and the largest, deepest storms concentrated over oceans. Note that G5 exhibits a mixture of characteristics found in other groups and—by design—serves as a buffer between distinct regimes. The frequency peak of G1, G5, and G9 occurs progressively further downstream in the NH storm-track regions. This suggests that the
groups capture some component of storm development over its lifetime, which will be of interest in our later studies.

Less frequent groups exhibit a seasonal preference depending on which side of the group 1–5–9 diagonal they exist (Fig. 9). Larger, shallower centers (G4 and G8) prefer warm seasons and land, appearing in the vicinity of orographic features, as shown in Fig. 10. Among off-diagonal groups, NH G8 centers show the greatest seasonal change in frequency amplitude and peak location. G8 centers prefer the lee regions of mountain ranges in both hemispheres. In the SH, the zonally elongated frequency distribution of G8 suggests a propagating transient feature, in contrast to several isolated G4 frequency concentrations, which suggest stagnation or subsequent group transition.

NH G4 centers also exhibit a warm season preference; however, the seasonality is weaker than G8 (Fig. 9). Isolated concentrations of G4 centers exist in desert regions (e.g., the Sahara in northern Africa and the Karakum east of the Caspian Sea). This suggests that some of these centers may be nonpropagating heat lows. In the SH, G4 centers are found in the lee of the Andes and off the southern coast of Africa, with peak frequency in austral summer. Frequency peaks near the lee side of the Andes for both G4 and G8 exist on the land surface, near the mountain range (Fig. 10). Hoskins and Hodges (2005) identify a subset of storms originating in this region, and the frequency peaks for both G4 and G8 closely resemble the cyclogenesis locations of the subset of storms they consider (and is further discussed below).

On the smaller, deeper (and intense) side of the group 1–5–9 diagonal, G6 exhibits a slightly increased RFO in both hemispheres during cool seasons, while G2 shows very little seasonality (Fig. 9). Combined with the decreased frequency of G4 and G8 in cool seasons, the seasonality we find agrees with that of Simmonds and Keay (2000a), who report greater mean depths in winter. For these intense groups, the NH seasonal variability is not significantly greater than the SH. Figure 11 shows these smaller, deeper centers tend to be oceanic in both hemispheres. Storminess of G2 and G6 occupies the Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks in the NH, and Hoskins and Hodges (2002) identified peak wind speeds in these regions. This agrees with the relatively large $U$ values associated with G2 and G6 (as well as G9, also in the NH storm tracks). In the SH, G2 and G6 frequencies increase downstream of the Andes. Their geographic distribution resembles the trajectory of storms discussed by Hoskins and Hodges (2005, their Fig. 6) which originate in the lee of the Andes, propagating eastward and poleward. Recall that G4 and G8 were found near orography on the land upstream of the peak frequencies for G2 and G6. This suggests that these more intense groups may
FIG. 8. Scaled RFO of cyclone center attributed (stormy) regions corresponding to the most populous groups (top) $G_1$, (middle) $G_5$, and (bottom) $G_9$ for (left) the NH and (right) the SH. Frequencies are computed without seasonal decomposition and for the entire time record. Each group–hemisphere map is scaled by the maximum frequency occurring within that map so that the maximum value of unity exists in each.
capture the mature centers that underwent cyclogenesis in the region adjacent to the Andes and began life as less intense groups.

Summarizing some consistent geographic relationships, to first order we observe the shallowest cyclones \((G_1, G_4, \text{and } G_7)\) are found over land, while the deepest cyclones \((G_3, G_6, \text{and } G_9)\) exist over oceans. Cyclones of average depth \((G_2, G_5, \text{and } G_8)\) are a mixture of both surface types; however, they exhibit a “second order” relationship between surface type and radius. Smaller radius storms \((G_2)\) are mostly found over oceans, whereas larger storms \((G_8)\) are found over land. Cyclones of average depth and radius \((G_5)\) are roughly a mixture of both types, reinforcing both the intermediate nature of \(G_5\) centers (as intended) as well as the ability of our depth–radius classification scheme to meaningfully discriminate between cyclone types.

In general, the distribution of centers shifts from the larger, shallower (less intense) side of the diagonal to the smaller, deeper (more intense) side as warmer seasons transition to cooler. Hemispheric differences in seasonal variability have important implications. Compared with the NH, the SH group zonal RFO peaks are less seasonally variable in meridional locations, and the geographic distributions are more zonally symmetric. In the NH, the meridional location of the group peak frequency changes with season, shifting poleward for warmer seasons more strongly for larger groups. There is no such meridional shift of group peak frequency in the SH; rather, different groups remain at a fixed meridional location with seasonally varying frequency amplitude (cf. Figs. 7 and 9). While SH groups themselves do not meridionally shift in season, their superposition can result in a net shift of cyclone properties. For example, Simmonds and Keay (2000a) calculate that the location of the mean SH cyclone radius peak shifts poleward for warm seasons. Our zonal distributions show that the larger SH \(G_8\) centers increase frequency in warm season without a meridional shift in frequency peak, while \(G_9\) centers become less frequent at lower latitudes. The combined effect of the attenuation and amplification of group frequencies can be interpreted as a net poleward shift of properties but is very different from the NH shift of frequencies.

2) INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY

Interannual changes in group RFO are investigated by generating a time series of the yearly fraction of the total center population belonging to combinations of group, season, hemisphere, and center type (e.g., SH, summer, \(G_5\), and ACs). Each point of the time series is calculated as the annual center count corresponding to that combination divided by the time record mean of the same combination. Scaling by the subset mean removes overall frequency differences between subsets. We then consider this RFO time series as an anomaly by computing the difference of the RFO from the time record mean RFO for the same subset. The time series are 33 points in length, each point corresponding to one year of
the reanalysis. An example of this is shown in Fig. 12 for NH entangled G9 centers.

Cyclone group definitions depend on depth and radius thresholds, which are calculated using distributions for the entire time record. We have considered the possibility that these tercile thresholds themselves change interannually, thus affecting the group populations interannually. We find that threshold values do not significantly fluctuate from one year to the next and are generally equal to the thresholds calculated using distributions for the entire time record. Thus, any interannual changes in group frequency are not attributable to meandering thresholds.

Significance of a systematic change over the record is determined by averaging the RFO anomaly in the first and last thirds of the time record and computing the difference between the mean values in each 11-yr interval (ID). If this difference between the means exceeds the root-mean-square (RMS) error from a linear fit of the entire anomaly time series, then the change is deemed significant—namely, the changes in the signal exceed any noisy fluctuations.

Two reanalysis products are used to study the interannual variability of cyclone centers. A full comparison of tracking algorithm results using multiple reanalysis
products as conducted by Hodges et al. (2011) is not performed herein but would be a useful future endeavor. To first order, Hodges et al. (2011) find that differences in reanalysis resolution are responsible for many of the differences found between the tracking algorithm outputs. We find significantly more cyclones (mainly ECs) identified in the ERAI because of higher spatial resolution than in the R-2 product. These additional cyclones identified in ERAI are at smaller values of both depth and radius. The maximum radius values detected in the two reanalysis products are nearly identical; however, a greater maximum depth is found for the higher-resolution ERAI. Our intensity metric depends strongly on depth, so this seems to agree with the Hodges et al. (2011) finding that greater intensities are found for higher-resolution products.

We find that the R-2 and ERAI products contrast in the degree of interannual variability over the time record in question. Compared to ERAI, the R-2 exhibits many more significant interannual increases and decreases. Aside from differences that are directly related to spatial resolution, this differing variability between the two products is the strongest difference we observe between them.

We investigated the interannual variability of all center types and combinations of each center type with...
permutations of hemisphere, season, and group. Despite many significant interannual changes found in the R-2 product, only one combination was found to have a significant trend in both the R-2 and ERAI reanalyses. Both products agree on an increase of the largest, deepest (G9) NH springtime (March–May) entangled centers, as shown in Fig. 12. While both reanalyses agree on this subset of centers exhibiting some interannual change, the anomaly time series themselves are dissimilar. Furthermore, aside from this subset there is essentially no agreement on interannual variability between these products when considering the various combinations of center type, hemisphere, season, and depth–radius group.

c. Cloud radiative effect and precipitation

We represent the in-atmosphere diabatic heating due to cloud processes associated with each cyclone center via composites of precipitation and the net in-atmosphere CRE. Many studies focus on CRE at TOA (Tselioudis and Ros sow 2006; Haynes et al. 2011), which does not fully capture the effects of clouds within the atmosphere itself. Composite statistics assembled from these measurements are analyzed with respect to their depth–radius group as in the preceding analysis, but for 1997–2009. We introduce an additional group to better understand the difference between areas that are associated with a cyclone and those that are not. The group G0 is defined as all regions not associated with a cyclone, excluding 30°N–30°S.

Given that the domain of G0 is simply all regions outside of the SLP contours surrounding each cyclone center, this does not mean that G0 is exclusively a fair weather regime: the influence of an extratropical cyclone in the form of frontal features will often extend beyond this outermost SLP contour (Bauer et al. 2016; Catto and Pfahl 2013). Thus, some cyclone-associated diabatic heating will occur within G0. Catto and Pfahl (2013) quantify the frequency of extreme precipitation events associated with fronts, stormy regions, or a combination of the two. Despite the presence of “remote fronts” associated with a low-pressure feature, outside the stormy region, Catto and Pfahl (2013) find the majority of extreme events are explained by coinciding frontal and low-pressure features. Thus, our method of compositing using the cyclone’s stormy region captures a significant portion of the cloud and precipitation features associated with a storm, and, to first order, G0 can serve as a nonstormy regime.

Within the region associated with each individual cyclone center there are usually multiple values of precipitation and
radiation available. We consider the representation of each center in four ways: the average, maximum, minimum, or entire distribution of all available values within that center’s area. The contribution of each center is then either a single value (in the case of the average, maximum, or minimum) or a distribution (of multiple values), which is then added to the composite distribution for the associated depth–radius group. When each center is represented by a single value, the dispersion of the resulting composite distributions for a given depth–radius group quantifies storm-to-storm differences between cyclones of that group.

We find little difference in the composite distributions between groups when each center is represented by the average of its collocated values. This result does not change when distributions are created using every measurement within the storm rather than the average; thus, we present the latter for simplicity. We find significant differences between groups when distributions are constructed using the extreme values, however. This emphasizes the importance of within-storm differences, which are a component of the intragroup (storm to storm) differences but are obscured by representing each cyclone center as an average of estimates.

In these statistical analyses we build distributions corresponding to the average, maximum, or minimum precipitation and CRE values associated with each cyclone. To characterize the storm-to-storm dispersion within a group, we use the difference between the 90th- and 10th-percentile values of each distribution to represent the variability for each group. In all cases, the least frequent groups $G_3$ and $G_7$ are lightly shaded to deemphasize their significance (Figs. 13 and 14) because of very low sample sizes.

A summary of our findings is presented in Table 1, showing the dependency of precipitation and CRE on cyclone depth and radius. Note that the relationships in Table 1 are not robust throughout depth–radius space.
We discuss the details of precipitation and radiation with attention to the diagonal groups (G1, G5, and G9): namely, small and shallow versus large and deep. Cyclones belonging to G5 behave in an intermediate fashion in terms of both the magnitude and range of their composite distributions.

1) PRECIPITATION

Precipitation composites for all groups (using the storm area average) are shown in Fig. 13a. Aside from the most infrequent groups, the storm-average rates and distributions of precipitation are quite similar in all groups, including the nonstormy case. Because of the size differences between groups there are many more precipitation values associated with larger storms. Despite this, Fig. 13a shows that the composite distributions corresponding to the largest, deepest cyclones (G9) are similar to those of smaller, shallower cyclones. The greatest mean area-average precipitation is found for G6 at approximately 8 mm day$^{-1}$. Note that the average precipitation is negatively correlated with increasing size for groups of average depth (G2, G5, and G8), suggesting more small values for larger storms and perhaps larger areas corresponding to the cold sector.

When composite distributions are assembled using the maximum precipitation from each storm’s region of influence, differences between the groups begin to appear, as shown in Fig. 13b. Maximum precipitation increases for deeper and larger storms (e.g., G9); however, this is accompanied by increased variability. Compared with smaller groups, these largest storms have greater differences between storms in the same group. As depth increases, however, the variability of the distributions corresponding to the largest groups decreases, which means decreasing differences between storms of the same group and more consistency among the deepest groups, indicating a coupled relationship between depth and precipitation.

Pfahl and Wernli (2012) find that cyclones responsible for precipitation extremes are not significantly more intense than others. Our result showing the correlation between depth and increased precipitation does not agree
Table 1. Summary of cyclone composite dependencies on increasing size and radius. Each property is labeled with either ↑ (increases for all groups) or ↓ (decreases for all groups). CRE composites for larger storms (↑): decrease with depth) differ from smaller and average-size storms (↑: increase with depth). Invariance to changes in either property are indicated (–) accordingly. The R and D stand for radius and depth, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max precipitation</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation fraction</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max CRE</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min CRE</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud fraction</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PF distributions for all groups are shown in Fig. 13c. Smaller, shallower groups (e.g., G1 and G4) exhibit an increased variability in distributions of PF, indicating larger differences between storms in the same group. Within these smaller, shallower groups there exist cyclones that are either raining everywhere (PF = 1.0), nowhere (PF = 0.0), or at scattered locations within the region of influence. The opposite behavior is observed for deeper, larger groups (e.g., G9), which show decreased variability of PF: thus, similar fractions of precipitating area among storms of the same group. Larger storms have an increase of zero precipitation values proportional to their additional area, which explains the contrast between composite distributions constructed using the average precipitation rather than the maximum. While raining more consistently than storms of smaller groups, the variability of maximum precipitation shows that, in terms of peak rain rate, large storms differ more strongly among one another than smaller storms. This emphasizes the need to more closely inspect the interior of these storms.

In terms of the cyclone-associated energy contribution to the atmosphere, the most intense precipitation rates will result in proportionally strong latent heating locally. The contribution of each depth–radius group to this heating depends on the rain rate integrated over the entire area of each storm and the group frequency of occurrence. While larger areas are not entirely filled with precipitating locations, larger storms contain more instances of precipitation and may produce more heating than a smaller storm with the same average precipitation. Similarly, interiors of smaller storms may precipitate more uniformly (PF = 1.0); however, a smaller precipitating fraction of a larger storm may result in a larger contribution to the overall latent heating. Considering the similar maximum precipitation rates for G6 and G9, the increased frequency of G9 in combination with its size (viz. more total area-integrated precipitation) makes its total heating contribution much more significant.

Given the simple relationship between depth and precipitation, it is natural to consider the wind speed intensity metric $\bar{U}$ in the context of precipitation. Intensity depends linearly on depth and is greatest for groups on the smaller, deeper side of the group 1–5–9 diagonal. We showed in section 4b that these intense groups also exhibit relatively increased frequency for winter seasons. In a study quantifying the cyclone component of NH precipitation, Hawcroft et al. (2012) find that the contribution to total cyclone precipitation from the most intensely precipitating 10% of all storms is greater in winter than in summer. They report that this top 10% of storms is responsible for 20% of the overall
cyclone precipitation in winter, but for only 15% of the total in summer. Their result supports the relationships we find between deeper, cool season cyclones with relatively greater precipitation.

It seems reasonable that the most intense storms are also those with the greatest turbulent kinetic energy, implying vigorous vertical motion, leading to intense precipitation, as we observe for G6 and G9. Pfahl and Sprenger (2016) find that precipitation prior to the storm’s peak intensity is strongly correlated with cyclone intensity, lending support to this notion. At the same time, the larger storms (G9) contain a significant proportion of nonprecipitating regions (smaller PF). Upward motion within the cyclone is accompanied by subsidence, which accounts for the nonprecipitating regions that exist throughout the largest, deepest cyclones. Further investigation of spatial distributions of precipitation in a similar style as Field and Wood (2007) will clarify the relationship between intensity and precipitation.

2) RADIATION: IN-ATMOSPHERE CLOUD RADIATIVE EFFECT

The radiative influence of storm clouds is assessed through the SW and LW CRE flux divergence between SRF and TOA, giving the atmospheric net radiation. In general, area-average CRE is slightly negative for all cyclones (Fig. 14a), which implies an overall cooling effect on the atmosphere relative to clear sky. Information on the attribution of fluxes to clear sky and all sky is available in Zhang et al. (2004). Storm area-average CRE shows few robust relationships between size or depth. However, the largest groups show decreased variability and enhanced cooling with increasing depth. Area-averaged CRE associated with nonstormy areas does not differ significantly from stormy regions, including the most intense cyclones in G9.

Intergroup differences are more apparent in composite distributions of CRE extremes, shown in Figs. 14b and 14c. Maximum CRE is generally positive for all groups, implying enhanced heating by clouds, and minimum CREs are mostly negative for all groups, corresponding to enhanced cooling. Distributions of minimum CRE shift to more negative values with both increasing size and depth; however, the change with depth is greater than that associated with radius. Because we calculate the net in-atmosphere CRE using SW and LW fluxes from TOA and SRF, heating and cooling do not imply vertical location of cloud.

The CRE values of greatest magnitude are associated with larger, deeper cyclones. In both the maximum and minimum cases, mean values of the group CRE distributions vary by approximately 50 W m$^{-2}$ between the strongest and weakest (in the radiative sense) groups. Despite these intergroup differences in CRE, differences in average cloud fraction (CF; Fig. 14d) are small compared to the differences in CF variability that decrease for larger, deeper storms. Furthermore, average CF values for cyclone groups do not greatly differ from the G0 case, which is consistent with the findings of Tselioudis et al. (2000). While there are not significant intergroup differences in CF, the seasonal variability of the groups themselves may contribute to the NH seasonal variability of cyclone cloud cover, as found in Naud et al. (2013). That said, Naud et al. (2013) focused on oceanic cyclones, whereas the depth–radius groups considered here combine cyclones over land and ocean, so it is not possible to directly compare the seasonal variability found in Naud et al. (2013) using only the seasonal variability of groups.

Compared with the smaller, shallower groups, there is similar storm-to-storm variation in maximum CRE heating among larger, deeper groups. In contrast, the minimum CRE cooling associated with larger, deeper storms exhibits much less storm-to-storm variation than smaller, shallower groups. This suggests more clear-sky conditions associated with larger storms and is consistent with the larger number of zero-value precipitation estimates associated with these larger storms. We comment that calculation of CRE depends on clear sky, the occurrence of which differs between hemisphere, season, and land–ocean surface type (Zhang et al. 2004). These variations in clear sky complicate attributing changes in CRE to changes in cyclone depth or radius only.

In summary, deeper and larger storms have more extreme CRE values, which are obscured in the average. These extrema take the form of heating and cooling, which require both turbulent vertical motions and suppressed conditions. While depth serves to homogenize the behavior of the largest storms, it acts to diversify the radiative character of smaller groups. The largest and deepest G9 cyclones will have the most significant radiative impact on the atmosphere as a result of their greater frequency of occurrence and substantial size. Despite significant heating by clouds of these largest, deepest storms, the enhanced cooling effects offset the warming in the mean.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyze over $10^6$ cyclones identified in the ERAI by the MCMS tracking algorithm between 1979 and 2012. Our analysis includes properties of the cyclones themselves, as well as the composite precipitation and radiation values associated with each storm (from a shorter record). To investigate changes in the distribution of cyclone centers, we developed a “low
resolution” joint histogram using cyclone radius and depth, though several alternative properties were considered. The nine groups defined by this joint distribution were compared with one another in terms of their intensity (wind speed proxy), seasonal and interannual variability, geographic preference, and contribution to atmospheric diabatic heating by precipitation and cloud-induced radiation perturbations.

We find a positive correlation between depth and radius as the majority of cyclone centers exist in three groups: small and shallow, median size and depth, and very large and very deep. The correlation we find is sensitive to our definitions of size and depth, and other studies with various other definitions of these properties have reported varying degrees of dependence between depth and radius (Simmonds 2000; Rudeva and Gulev 2007; Schneider et al. 2010). Because of the monomodal skewed distribution shapes of both radius and depth, the deepest and largest group G9 has no upper bound in either dimension and has the greatest range of both properties among all groups.

Greatest intensities are found for cyclones belonging to the deepest groups, and we find that intensity depends strongly on the cyclone depth while exhibiting little size dependence. There are few differences between intensity distributions of groups that have similar depth but a large range of sizes. Though there exists a positive correlation between size and depth, size does not imply a more intense storm.

The groups defined by the joint distribution allow us to investigate seasonal variability in the distribution of cyclone centers. We find that NH variability is much stronger than in the SH and that there exists a seasonal pattern for both hemispheres in which smaller, deeper (more intense) centers are more frequent in cool seasons. Similarly, we observe that larger, shallower (less intense) centers are more frequent in warm seasons. Persistent throughout these seasonal shifts is the positive correlation between depth and radius. While maintaining the correlations, the distribution of cyclone centers shifts from one side of the diagonal to the other, alternating between warm and cool seasons.

Our analysis of seasonal variability shows that the meridional distributions of cyclone centers differ between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, as shown in several previous studies (Hoskins and Hodges 2002, 2005; Wernli and Schierz 2006). In the NH, a poleward shift of group frequency peaks is observed during warm seasons. This meridional shift in peak frequency is not observed for SH groups, suggesting that surface differences (land–ocean) between hemispheres may be one component responsible for the different seasonal modes of variability. SH seasonal variability is observed as either amplification or attenuation of fixed meridional distribution shapes with no poleward shift of the group frequency peak. This does not disagree with earlier work: for example, in the SH, Simmonds and Keay (2000a) showed the zone of greatest radii shifted poleward in summer, and the zone of greatest depth shifted poleward in winter. The depth–radius groups we defined have different corresponding meridional distributions. Rather than a seasonal shift observed within a single group (as in the NH) a SH poleward shift may manifest as changes in the frequencies of multiple groups whose superposition results in a net poleward shift of properties without a meridional shift of any particular group frequency.

Several studies suggest that a poleward shift of storm tracks may occur in a warming climate (Fyfe 2003; Carnell and Senior 1998; Bender et al. 2012; Hartmann et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013). We have shown that the seasonal variability is distinctly different between hemispheres: NH cyclone frequency peaks shift meridionally between seasons, whereas SH cyclones become more or less frequent without a shift in the mode. While seasonal variability is not a proxy for a warming climate, it does show a hemispheric difference in the relationship between temperature and storm-track position. Thus, it is important to understand the physical reasons for this hemispheric asymmetry, and reproduce it in models, before making successful predictions of storm-track position in a warming climate.

Spatial distributions of various depth–radius cyclone groups reveal hemispheric differences and a consistent preference of certain groups for certain surface types. Shallow centers prefer land, where deep centers are more often found over ocean. While average depth centers exist over a mixture of surface types, there is a “second order” dependence between cyclone radius and surface type: smaller centers prefer land, while larger centers are more often found over ocean. It is possible that this correlation between oceanic surfaces with greater depth and radius is in part due to the presence of readily available moisture over the ocean. It is known that moisture impacts the development of cyclones, as shown by Booth et al. (2013). They found wind speed and precipitation to be positively correlated with moisture in a series of numerical experiments. The presence of moisture may amplify the diabatic effects from precipitation and CRE, providing a positive feedback on cyclone development. We plan to address this in future investigations.

Stationary features, such as orography or persistent regions of low pressure, are also associated with particular depth–radius groups. Larger, shallower centers are often found near and in the lees of mountainous regions in both hemispheres. Smaller, deeper centers are often
found in regions of persistent low pressure. The major Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks are also apparent in our results, within which smaller, shallower centers appear further upstream, while larger, deeper centers are found further downstream. Similar findings have been reported by Hoskins and Hodges (2002), in which peak cyclone intensities are found on the downstream end of the two primary NH storm tracks. We plan to further investigate this observation in a separate lifetime study but comment that this arrangement indicates some evolution between depth–radius groups throughout lifetime.

The contribution to atmospheric heating from cyclone-associated precipitation and CRE is assessed through a composite study using the stormy region surrounding each cyclone center. In the average precipitation composites, the number of zero or very small values offsets the extreme values, resulting in little intergroup differences. The maximum precipitation rate is positively correlated with depth, and the variability of maximum precipitation decreases with depth: thus, there is more consistency between deeper storms.

Composites of cyclone area-average CRE exhibit a net cooling effect for all groups, which is enhanced somewhat with increasing depth. Distributions of maximum (minimum) CRE shift toward enhanced heating (cooling) for deeper storms. These large values are obscured in the average, which suppresses differences between the groups. With increasing depth and radius, there are more storm-to-storm differences within groups for (maximum) CRE heating than (minimum) cooling, suggesting that there is a lower limit on CRE cooling.

Variations of both precipitation and CRE within a storm are respectively represented by calculating PF and CF for each cyclone. We find that more intense groups (smaller and deeper) have more consistent proportions of regions filled with cloud or precipitation than less intense groups (larger and shallower). While these metrics provide a rough evaluation of the intrastorm variation, a detailed assessment of the cyclone interior (as in Field and Wood 2007; Naud et al. 2010, 2015) will help determine the nature of precipitation, CRE, and clouds in specific sectors of the cyclone.

Using the outermost closed SLP contour to delineate the compositing region captures much of the warm sector precipitation and clouds (Catto and Pfahl 2013). It is likely that more cold sector information is included for the larger cyclones—namely, cold frontal clouds and precipitation—which may skew the composited values of CRE and precipitation. The fact that we observe a correlation between depth and radius means that composites of the deepest cyclones are more likely to include some cold sector information, which may have been excluded in smaller, shallower storms. In comparing storms of different sizes, it would be ideal to include equal proportions of cold and warm sectors. The cold sector is where Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2012) reported the greatest bias in SW cloud forcing, which emphasizes the importance of studying these regions.

Results presented here indicate that the deepest cyclones are responsible for extreme values of precipitation and radiation, and, as a result of area and frequency, the deepest and largest are associated with the greatest diabatic heating. This analysis of cyclone center properties, variability, and their associated energetics provides a foundation for the continued study of cyclone lifetime and the spatial distribution of heating due to precipitation and radiation within the cyclone interior.
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APPENDIX

Entanglement

More than half of all identified centers are entangled (see Fig. 1). It is important to discuss the nature of these
centers for three reasons. First, the decision to collapse secondary onto primary centers affects all NCs and needs justification. Second, it is a useful demonstration of the value of the depth–radius classification scheme (the discussion here makes use of the $\mathcal{G}X$ notation described in the main text and group thresholds corresponding to the precollapse case). Third, entangled cases are a frequently occurring complex interaction between low-pressure features—which may be merging or bifurcating—and is deserving of further study beyond what is presented herein.

Cyclone centers are roughly equally split between single-center contours (SCCs) or MCCs and the frequencies for each depth–radius group are reported in Table A1 with the corresponding proportion of primary or secondary NCs in the MCC case. No NCs exist within an SCC. Table A1 shows the majority of SCC centers are smaller, shallower disturbances, whereas a larger proportion of MCC centers belong to the largest, deepest group.

Approximately one-third of MCC centers are primary centers (the others collectively referred to as secondary centers), meaning they have the lowest SLP of all centers in the same MCC. Nearly all (83%) of these primary MCC centers are associated with a primary center of the corresponding group (e.g., 24.28% of all secondary centers belong to $\mathcal{G}5$, but only 8.30% of all secondary centers are associated with a $\mathcal{G}5$ primary center). This observations show that secondary centers are generally smaller pressure perturbations in the vicinity of a deeper, larger-scale disturbance. This motivated our decision to collapse secondary centers onto their respective primary center. This involves adding individual area contributions of each collapsed center, along with the stormy area within the MCC, to the area of the associated primary center. Each primary center is also assigned the depth of the corresponding stormy region (see section 3 for details), which is always greater than the depths of the contained centers (not shown). Collapsing the secondary centers in this way shifts the distribution of primary centers toward greater depths and radii, and thus the depth–radius group definition thresholds are shifted to greater values. Aside from this change, the joint distribution shape and group frequencies are nearly identical before and after collapse; thus, secondary centers are not responsible for the distribution shape.
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